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Abstract: This paper casts light on cultural heritage storytelling in the context of interactive documentary, a hybrid media genre that employs a full range of multimedia tools to document reality, provide sustainability of the production and successful engagement of the audience. The main research hypotheses are enclosed in the statements: (a) the interactive documentary is considered a valuable tool for the sustainability of cultural heritage and (b) digital approaches to documentary storytelling can provide a sustainable form of viewing during the years. Using the Greek interactive documentary (i-doc) NEW LIFE (2013) as a case study, the users’ engagement is evaluated by analyzing items from a seven-year database of web metrics. Specifically, we explore the adopted ways of the interactive documentary users to engage with the storytelling, the depth to which they were involved along with the most popular sections/traffic sources and finally, the differences between the first launch period and latest years were investigated. We concluded that interactivity affordances of this genre enhance the social dimension of cultural, while the key factors for sustainability are mainly (a) constant promotion with transmedia approach; (b) data-driven evaluation and reform; and (c) a good story that gathers relevant niches, with specific interest to the story.
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1. Introduction

Digitization has made a profound impact on the way we manage cultural heritage material, both online and on site. Concurrently, audio and video content transfer made possible the production of the most appealing stories to the audience [1–5]. As the technical resources that are available to the storytellers evolve, the forms of the narratives evolve too. Emerging media technologies, such as hypertexts and multimedia resources are incorporated in the narration adding new concepts and promoting engagement, thus creating new media cultures. In this digital era of streaming media, audiovisual content is consumed more than at any other era ever before [4], while online viewing has not displaced but has rather worked as a compliment to the traditional media viewing [5]. This fact has brought further potential not only for the producers but also for the audience, setting the field for more personalized content addressed to the fragmented online audience. Furthermore, the use of digital techniques introduces (e.g., through either interactive documentary, the application of digital communication techniques, or both) several new opportunities in the cultural heritage field which effectively engage the audience and create an impact.

The position taken in this article is that interactive documentary (i-doc from here on) can be used for sustaining cultural heritage in the new digital era. Documentaries bear a long history in playing an important role in cultural heritage documentation and preservation. As researchers admit every film is a documentary [6], and every documentary is a cultural document [7] that influences and drives cultural response. I-doc, a relatively new genre that converges traditional documentaries and digital media (e.g., social networks,
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social media and platforms, audiovisual platforms, new media, etc.) can be characterized as one of the most powerful tools to explain reality and present observations of culture and people [8]. The focus is made on the relationship between cultural heritage stories and their audience and the potential growth of engagement though interactive storytelling techniques. Their interactivity affordances enhance the social dimension of cultural projects, since the audiences may not just observe or watch but also engage with the story, which means that they can comment, express different points of view or share in social networks [9].

Given that there is too little audience analysis published on this new genre, our research wants to shed light on issues of engagement and sustainability of digital storytelling in cultural heritage, though a theoretically and empirically rich discussion. This can be useful both for filmmakers and for curators as well as policy makers of cultural heritage, who are interested in increasing the audiences’ engagement through digital storytelling practices. In this paper, we employ as a case study the i-doc NEW LIFE (2013), which is one of the first interactive documentaries created in Greece. The i-doc presents the “new life” that a group of refugees who left ancient Lampsakos (present name Lapseki) in Asia Minor, Turkey, after the Minor Asia Catastrophe occurred in their settlement, in New Lampsakos, Greece. The story is enriched with oral history testimonies from residents of both villages in Greece and Turkey, on-field observation and documentation of their intangible cultural practices; while also unseen archive material is included, contributing to the preservation of collective historical memory of the community. In that frame, we examine the engagement of the audiences/users in an interactive documentary in the field of cultural heritage through data derived from the website’s Google analytics (GA) database, drawing upon a large 80-month dataset. To contribute to the scientific discourse on the subject, the following statements enclose the main hypotheses that were initially analyzed by the researchers: (a) the interactive documentary is considered a valuable tool for the sustainability of cultural heritage (H1); and (b) according to literature review, digital, interactive approaches to documentary storytelling can provide a sustainable form of viewing during the years, engaging online viewers of the streaming era (H2). These queries were used as the basis to further develop the objective of this study. The questions which were posed as specific research objectives were decided should serve two goals: (a) to measure the online audiences’ engagement with interactive storytelling, to search for patterns over media usage and to reflect its use in cultural heritage area (RO1); and (b) to examine in practice the existing knowledge and aspirations about interactive documentaries employing empirical ways of understanding provided by web analytics (e.g., GA) (RO2).

In the following sections and initially under the Literature Review section (Section 2), the significance of digital storytelling in cultural heritage is acknowledged, as it is considered a valuable tool in creating repositories of cultural material and specifically in the audiovisual form it may provide vivid representations thus sustaining customs. In the same section, the interactive documentary as a new genre for new-styled audience is presented both conceptually and technically. The web analytics and audience metrics are completing this part of the paper by defining the terms employed and underlining their importance as tools used to provide useful insights for the online presence. Subsequently, the research methodology is justified in the Materials and Methods section (Section 3) where the quantitative analysis employed in the research with data derived through web analytics from the website’s GA dashboard is thoroughly described. In addition, the Greek i-doc NEW LIFE project, which is used as the case study, is introduced step by step following all the procedures engaged during all the phases from the production to the dissemination. Afterwards, the findings of the research are presented and explained in the Results section (Section 4). Next, the findings are justified and explained further (Section 5), while finally the authors’ perceptions on the research are stated, the limitations are referred, and additional studies are suggested (Section 6).
2. Literature Review
2.1. Digital Storytelling in Cultural Heritage

Cultural heritage’s significance in sustaining the evolution of human and maintaining society cohesion is indisputable. Digital storytelling as a form of digital narrative may encompass many alternative ways and tools (i.e., interactive stories, multimedia presentations, web-based games, etc.) in the presentation of a story that nowadays is employed to attract and engage audiences in many areas in a revolutionary way [10], cultural heritage preservation included [11]. Innovative customizable web-based authoring tools and mobile applications are deployed in that field [12,13]. In the situations of tangible cultural heritage where museums or archeological sites are to be presented, many specialties from multidisciplinary fields, such as archeologists, museologists and creative designers (e.g., art directors, sound engineers, etc.) and communicators (e.g., advertisers, public relations professionals, etc.) must co-operate to result in the best narrative that the audiences will comprehend [13]. In some cases interactive elements, such as quizzes may be utilized to offer enhanced experience and further engagement or alternatively possible connections as branching points between the parts that will lead the users meaningfully to the next path [12].

Digital technology is a simple, though valuable, tool to archive and create repositories of cultural elements. Especially in the form of audiovisual narrative, it attempts to vividly perpetuate the customs, representations and artifacts as well as leave testimonies from one generation to another, thus strengthening the community ties; while through the interactive mode of an i-doc it aims at offering rich-media experiences. The cultural diversity of the world, as expressed through traditions and events is in peril by the rapid pace of contemporary life, technological and economic development and globalization [14]. As Lenzerini [15] (p. 103) argues “the cultural variety of humanity is progressively and dangerously tending towards uniformity”, therefore the need for the large and younger public to experience cultural heritage in a new more engaging way in a modernized context is crucial.

The driving force for that engagement would be, along with the narrative tools that present the characters through the plot of the story, which is created over the division into basic units, the perceived authenticity that the i-doc may present. Furthermore, the access that is provided through interactive mechanisms, which younger people (e.g., people of Generation Z) are familiar with and fragmented narrative that complies with the attention span of that cohort [4,5,16–20], may prove to be valuable tools in conveying the story in an entertaining way. Young audiences are accustomed to receiving information by pieces and they do not present patience in watching long videos [21], therefore they must be approached in alternative structures that give them the opportunity to choose how deep they want to get into the story [22].

2.2. Interactive Documentaries: A New Genre for a New-Styled Audience

The i-doc is a relatively new genre that applies to the basic characteristics of the online audience, mentioned above; it involves taking action and making choices in the viewing process, fragmentation and personalization [21,23]. These features emerge from the new media technologies that include hypertext, remediation, modulation, and interactivity and which at the end constitute a combination of cinema and digital technologies [24]. Castells [8] defines interactive documentaries (i-docs from here on) as “interactive online/offline applications, carried out with the intention to represent reality with their own mechanisms, which we will call navigation and interaction modalities, depending on the degree of participation under consideration”. Aston and Gaudenzi [25] have employed a broad definition which does not relate interactive documentaries only to interactive platforms but also recognizes the interactivity as a part of the production process. According to them “any project that starts with the intention to document the real and that uses digital interactive technology to realize this intention can be considered an interactive documentary” [25].

I-docs are stand-alone websites, whose narrative is web-customized. They are not to be confused with cross-media project platforms, where the website serves as an accom-
panying database and not as the first viewing platform. It is difficult to establish specific categorization since the core of this hybrid genre is a complex and constantly changing way of expression [26]. The categorization based on four different interactivity modes to present the modern landscape of i-docs is considered in this study [25]. The first one is conversational genre, in which docu-games belong, where the viewer has the illusion of being in conversation with the computer. Another one is the experiential mode that creates experiences blurring the virtual and the physical space (i.e., 360° Virtual Reality (VR) or 3D documentaries). Nowadays, one of the most used genres of i-doc employs a hypertext mode of interactivity, where i-doc works similarly with the interactivity logic of DVDs and Blue Ray discs (i.e., “click here, go there”). In this kind of documentary, the viewer moves in any exploratory way in a closed video archive. One other contemporary highly used genre applies a participative mode where the audience collaborates with the producers, to create an open database, which is constantly evolving. The users are asked to contribute with footage, answer questions or provide help, such as translation. This is the kind of documentary that in the early days of the genre was named “database documentary” [27,28].

The last years, shifts have occurred in the characteristics of the new audience. Technological affordances of new media have highlighted and created new modes of viewing. There has been a switch from passive audience to active media users, who are looking for content that they are interested in, creating many fragmented and autonomous niches [29]. Modern audience studies employ the term “media user”, an individualistic term, opposed to the collective term “audience” [30]. The change does not only involve the end-user; important changes to the distribution, exhibition and promotion of media content have arisen as well [17,31,32]. Online users discover their content through platform algorithms [33] or through their personal bubble in social networks [5,16,18]. Moreover, audience activity cannot be questioned since it is now exposed [34] through web analytics. In the new era, the screen is not only considered as a medium of projecting reality, as “another window to the world”, but also serves as an interactive surface, in which the viewer is also a user (aka “viewser”). The convergent new media does not project a “singular text” on the screens [35] and, furthermore, at the other end of the communicational channel there is not a homogenous audience but different users who have different engagement experiences with the projected content.

Nowadays, i-docs exploit the new digital technologies and present stories that document reality either in linear or nonlinear participatory ways [21]. Therefore, the result is a collaborative project, where the outcome arises from the contribution of the creator, the medium and the user. The kind of interactivity is varied for each i-doc, depending on the platform affordances, the templates’ designs or the producers’ choices. However, the significant element that every i-doc requires is the physical action from viewers, asking them to have an energetic role in order to “watch” the story [36]. The concept of choice is a fundamental key for audience engagement. As far as i-doc is concerned, selections are given to the audience, providing them the opportunity to be in control of the narration which is no longer guided by the producers. Audiences can choose what they want to watch, along with the ability to determine the time and place to do it [37].

The development of an engaged audience which will not get distracted and abandon the viewing is also one of the biggest challenges for i-docs. The proliferation of content on the Web has led to an easily distracted audience and producers fight for its attention. Long-form stories lose popularity compared to shorter videos which deliver bits of information that can be rapidly consumed. Especially, regarding younger generations this can prove to be a real problem; Generation Z has only 8 s of attention span and as years go by it gets even shorter [38]. Nevertheless, the i-doc demands the user’s attention and engagement in order for the story to be unfolded. The viewer cannot be passive; otherwise, the documentary will never be watched. The audience can drop out at every click since active decisions should be taken at every step. Traditional documentaries do not present such
dilemmas since once the decision to enter the cinema hall to watch a linear documentary is made; there is rarely abandonment before the end [21].

Wilson [39] defines interactivity as the ability to act in order to influence the flow of events or to modify their form. The traditional documentary genre may have a low degree of interactivity [39] but the sense of narrative is very strong [40]. On the other hand, i-docs do not present such great narrative efficiency, but they involve the viewer differently in the story: they make him/her “work” in order for the story to be revealed. Depending on the perspective, interactivity may imply diverse actions or features. Regarding the narration, interactivity could be connected to co-authorship and non-linearity, while regarding the audience, engagement and involvement in discussions could be more appropriate. Finally, through the perspective of “users”, interactivity may imply new paths for accessing the content [41].

Although traditional documentaries offer a few interactive components as well (e.g., DVD choices), in the case of interactive documentaries there are more powerful features [8]. However, how much interactivity is needed? Some critical views argue that as the interactivity gets more enhanced, the producer reduces its power to convince, which increases the risk that the viewer will not be engaged by the storyline [42]. Almeida and Alvelos [43] state that the coherence of the narrative is more important than its interactivity. Indeed, the dynamic producer–audience relation is not always clear and its features may not be exploited. This echoes the young audience’s reluctance to use interactive features in data-driven, informative stories [4,23]. The creation of a new author–audience relationship through the fragmentation of the story is not always clear, thus the features of i-doc are in danger of not being fully understood by the user [44].

2.3. Web Analytics and Audience Metrics

The evolution of internet technologies over the past decades has considerably changed the media landscape not only by providing new ways of audience interaction, but also by providing new ways of measuring the audience. Besides, the measurability of digital media has been deemed as one of its greatest benefits in comparison to old media. As online channels of information have become extremely significant nowadays, the interest in monitoring users’ website usage and online activities has intensified [45,46]. In this context, web analytics can help website owners understand how their audience find, consume and interact with online information by providing web metrics that refer to any quantitative and aggregated measure of preferences, passive viewing or consumption of content by internet users [47,48].

In general, the term web analytics can be defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of Internet data for the purposes of understanding and optimizing Web usage” [49] according to the formerly known as Web Analytics Association, and from 2012 onwards as Digital Analytics Association. These measurement tools can provide information regarding both the audience exposure and audience behavior such as the number of page views and the most popular pages, new or daily visitors and where they come from, the visit depth and what other links they are clicking, the geographic distribution of visitors, the average visit time on site and plenty of other data. The above can be compared over time providing useful insights for website improvements or decisions about campaign effectiveness [50,51].

Identifying who uses a website and how it is used has been of interest since 1990 when Tim Berners-Lee developed the first web browser [52] and similarly, the use of web analytics dates back to the 1990s when the first tools were developed [53]. Web analytics tools can be differentiated in many ways. Firstly, they can be classified based on their data collection method, either page tagging (e.g., GA) or transaction-web server log file analysis (e.g., AWStats). Secondly, they can be grouped considering the access of their functions. Specifically, such tools can be provided as software as a service (SaaS) through a cloud service provider (CSP) or as software installed in-house. Other ways refer to web site access devices (mobile or non-mobile web analytics) as well as the time lag between data
collection and the availability of services (i.e., real-time or not) \[54\]. Finally, onsite web analytic tools measure the actual visitor traffic arriving on a website, the onsite journey (engagements and interactions) and the website’s performance in general. In contrast, offsite tools can measure the size of a potential website audience, the visibility (share of voice) and the buzz (i.e., comments, sentiment) that is happening on the Internet \[51\].

Internet technologies together with the field of web analytics are constantly evolving and the range of tools and services available on the market is extensive and diverse \[47,48,51,53\]. Thus, many organizations employ multiple tools in order to gain useful insights for their online presence. Undeniably, GA is considered globally as the most popular web analytics package and a leading tool for sales, marketing and advertising reasons \[50,55,56\]. This Google service provides many built-in reports, charts and tables and it is attractive to users because of its free availability, tremendous features and ease of use \[56,57\]. It is preferred by many professionals or different sectors such as e-commerce, e-tourism, libraries, news industry and media websites \[46,58–60\] in order to measure a web site’s performance, analyze user behaviors and gather technical information. Today, the evolution of the audience should be taken into account seriously in audience measurement and understanding why something is happening on a website constitutes a valuable management skill \[50\]. The use of web analytics enables owners to see a website from the perspective of its users \[61\]. In the case of cultural heritage, web analytics—what Manovich would define as cultural analytics—allow us to think of contemporary culture in new ways and helps us to question concepts and methods for studying culture that we take for granted \[62\].

3. Materials and Methods

This research lies within the field of quantitative research, since it applies a quantitative analysis using data derived through web analytics from the website’s GA dashboard. Based on the objectives of the study, as presented in the introduction section, the research questions are:

RQ1: How did the users of the i-doc NEW LIFE engage with the storytelling according to web metrics and quantitative evaluation?

RQ2: To what depth did the viewers engage with the i-doc and which were the most popular sections/traffic sources?

RQ3: What are the differences between the first period that the i-doc was launched and latest years?

Web analytics are considered the cornerstone of audience evaluation in the new era. Monitoring dashboards is a new way of understanding audience behavior and exploring new viewing and usage practices. In most cases, GA are used to estimate the amount of “exposure” a project received and the extent to which it captured the attention of audiences \[63\]. However, in general, there is a lack of available empirical data since production companies rarely reveal these data \[41\]. The raw data were gathered from the behavior, audience and acquisition reports of GA over the course of seven years (from 4 April 2013 to 5 December 2019), before performing our own analysis.

The selection of the metrics was based on the literature \[49,64–66\] and the suitability of the metric to achieve the purpose of the study. More specifically, to understand the way the audience has engaged with the site we used (a) five GA metrics (quantitative variables): (i) page views (the number of pages viewed), (ii) number of sessions (visits), (iii) sessions’ duration (sec), (iv) pages per session and (v) bounce rate; as well as (b) four dimensions (categorical variables): (i) traffic sources, (ii) social networks, (iii) landing pages and (iv) page depth (Table 1). According to Google, a dimension is a descriptive attribute or characteristic of an object that can be given different values \[67\]. Descriptive statistics were employed for the analysis of data.
Table 1. Dimensions and web metrics under study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions and Web Metrics</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page views</td>
<td>Instances when a page on your website is loaded or reloaded in a browser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td>The periods of time a user is actively engaged with the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounce rate</td>
<td>The percentage of single-page sessions (users viewed only a single page without interacting further)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing Page</td>
<td>The pages through which visitors entered a website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Depth</td>
<td>The number of pages visited by users during a session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic sources</td>
<td>The origin of website’s traffic (e.g., a search engine or another site)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic traffic/Social Network traffic</td>
<td>Traffic from search engines (without paid advertisements)/traffic from social networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct traffic/Referral traffic</td>
<td>Visitors came directly to the website (e.g., typing URL or clicking on a bookmark)/Traffic from users clicking a link from another site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our data are unsampled (GA employs sampling as a calculation method only for big sites with more than 500,000 sessions), based on 100% of the sessions. We depended on standard reports of GA with aggregated data and we avoided user-level and event-level data associated with cookies, user-identifiers (e.g., User-ID) and advertising identifiers (e.g., DoubleClick cookies, Android’s Advertising ID, Apple’s Identifier for Advertisers) because the validity of their processing was a controversial and sensitive subject before General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) implementation in 2018.

The Case Study of GREEK i-doc NEW LIFE

The NEW LIFE i-doc at Lampsakos.Com was launched in 2013 and was followed, later, by a narrative feature-length version on the same topic. Both interactive and traditional linear version communicates ethnography and recreates immaterial elements, such as historical events, social values, traditions, ceremonies and living expressions, therefore it is associated with intangible cultural heritage which is particularly difficult to preserve [68,69]. Through documenting, an attempt is made to provide a sense of continuity of the NEW LIFE that was established in another place while protecting and retaining the identity of the society that moved and therefore salvage the traces of the past.

This project employs hypertext and participative modes of interactivity [25] to gain user’s engagement with the story. It employs the most used and less interactive form which does not present a story direction, giving viewers the freedom of choosing their own narrative path. Furthermore, 40 short videos through hyperlinks from YouTube (which are unlisted) of maximum duration 5 min, which stand alone as short stories, are included within four larger thematics (galleries). In the comment section of each video the users are able to express their thoughts. Although the story is developed within a pre-arranged set of short videos, viewers are called to discover the story constructing their own storytelling roads. Without specific end or start the viewer holds the choice to explore the videos in their own way. Users may click on keywords and locate relevant content according to what has triggered their interest, such as more pieces of interviews or more videos on the same topic.

The four galleries are organized in chronological order following the milestones of the history of this refugee community:

1. Videos of ancient Lampsakos, the everyday life of Greek and Turkish people of the community in the Ottoman period and the gradual social tension before the Asia Minor Catastrophe;
2. The Greek’s flee from Asia Minor, the new settlement in Greece, the struggle to build a new life;
3. The life of Turkish residents after Greek villagers left, and
4. The last gallery includes archive data, online books about the community, credits, news section and call to contribution.

The interactive genre was chosen from the producers, as an experimental effort to reach younger audiences. Furthermore, they dealt with organizing and distributing an
extended amount of historical data for the community (photo archives, media archives, testimonials, books, interviews, data, etc.) that constituted of all unseen data or data that have never been available on the Web before. The database-documentary typology [27] was preferred in order to contribute to the collective historical memory, without expressing opinion, letting the viewer form their own interpretation. Of course, this could not be totally avoided, since in every documentary or i-doc, the producers’ opinions are reflected in their choices which are present via editing and structuring of the documentary [21].

The project is built in a way that more than one visit should be included to cover the NEW LIFE story which delves into more than one thematic. Moreover, the 40 videos (as mentioned above) are in total 5 h long and it would have been very difficult for a user to binge watch them all in one visit. Audience engagement is encouraged in several ways: either starting a conversation and expressing a point of view for every issue or contributing by publishing the viewers’ own raw footage or archive material about the history of the community. They can also share each video on their social networks, social media and platforms encouraging discussion with their bubble. The producers asked the viewers to contribute to the story as well, posting their own content, user-generated, or archived data.

One of the major challenges of this i-doc was to be functional for the users. The interactive documentary was an unknown term in Greece at that period, so the structure and presentation of the story was adopted so as to be as familiar as possible for the online user. The selected content management system (CMS) was Wordpress; a free and open-source software. The template of the website was carefully constructed to be user-friendly and quite simple. Particular attention was paid for a full-screen template, in order for the viewers to have the familiar “lean back” experience [21], like watching it on their TV screen. As mentioned above, videos were uploaded to YouTube as unlisted, and then embedded on the website to ensure quick streaming and better user experience. Furthermore, YouTube was chosen because it provided the opportunity to enable settings such as automatic start of the video or recommendations for relevant content within a gallery.

Search engine optimization (SEO) techniques, which are techniques designed to achieve better positioning in the organic (i.e., unpaid) results of search engines [70], were applied to the website so as to be more easily discovered by users. Besides, documentary is an informative genre and according to relevant studies a large percentage of readers get informed through search engines [71–73]. Additionally, the website was added to free directories and social media accounts were created following the then suggested techniques [74–76]; both were important for the visibility of the site on the Web as part of the promotion [74].

It is worth highlighting that the i-doc itself, was created in a participatory mode, since a crowd-funding campaign was employed to cover the expenses of production. More than 100 people had responded, giving money in order that their cultural heritage be documented. This has changed the typical producer-viewer roles from the beginning, since the funders, as co-authors of the documentary had the privilege to be the first to acquire visibility. A database consisted of 1000 fans had already been formed before the launch of the i-doc. That campaign has helped them to gain visibility since there were already 1100 members in the i-doc Facebook group (members of the group have been reduced over the years, since the account has not been very active) while the promotional trailer for the crowd-funding campaign was watched by 2000 people during the first week. Even before the documentary was launched, a large audience had already been established waiting for it.

Additionally, to support the i-doc an outreach campaign was undertaken online media posts (e.g., through various relevant social media pages and groups) such as digital publications, brochures, leaflets and posters as well as interviews on online media; mainly focused on Greece. The producers also applied campaign methods for traditional documentaries to make it known to generations that do not have easy access to the Internet. For example, presentations of the project at relevant events took place, like the Refugee Memorial Event in Nea Lampsakos (14 September 2012), where audiovisual material was screened. Further-
more, leaflets and posters were distributed in print form as well as press conferences. As a result, following every dissemination event, Facebook group members (mentioned above) as well as the views of the website were increasing gradually.

The linear, feature-length version of the i-doc which was created afterwards also further assisted the reach of the website. After every screening, either on documentary festivals or on TV, visitors reach was increased. The traditional documentary bearing the same name NEW LIFE had a successful route since it has been screened in four festivals, documentary and cultural ones (October 2013 and February 2014, December 2013 and July 2017) and it was aired for two years (2015 and 2016) by the first documentary channel in Greece, the Cosmote History Channel, of the leading Cosmote TV streaming platform, as well. Traditional documentaries’ performances are easily evaluated, typically based on screenings, festivals awards, number of viewers and TV ratings. This does not apply to i-docs, which are always online, they can be watched during several visits and their impact is valued following a different logic [21]. A specific story may have greater impact on small, niche audiences.

4. Results

In order to address the research questions outlined above, the current research focuses on web analytics data that were drawn between April 2013 and December 2019 from the i-doc website. This period includes the launch of the i-doc NEW LIFE and 80 weeks onwards. At this point, we should mention that the i-doc was first uploaded in beta version/format to test its functionality form in April 2013, while at the end of July 2013 it made its debut to the media and people.

Regarding the RQ1 proposed in this study, data revealed that the i-doc had, in total, 12,115 sessions and 40,465 page views in an 80-month period. The bounce rate was 61.03% and the average session duration 03.29 min. On average 3.34 pages per session were viewed. As expected, the peak of the viewership occurred during the first year after the launch of the i-doc with the highest score being in August 2013 with 948 sessions and 5444 page views in one month (Figure 1).

Since the release of the i-doc more people were gradually using the website. The best performance was noticed from July to November of 2013. During these five months almost 1/5 of the total viewership of the seven years (14,541 page views and 2094 sessions) had occurred. Furthermore, during these months, there were sessions with high interest in the content since viewers watched almost five pages per session. Website usage wound down after the first year. As shown in Figure 1, certain peaks were noticed around the dates of the linear documentary screenings. It is worth noticing that the engagement of the
audience with the i-doc has remained the same ever since. The page views/session has been stabilized around 3 min, even though the sessions gradually reduced.

In our case, the page views and session metrics provided data on how effective the site content was at keeping viewers on the site and engaged. In the below figure (Figure 2) it is observed that the longer the session duration is, the higher the page views are. We did not take into consideration sessions 0–10 s since most of them came from spam traffic sources. The most common pattern of viewing was sessions that lasted 181–600 s each (3–10 min), followed by sessions that lasted 601–1800 s (10–30 min). In 381 sessions, the viewer’s attention was kept for longer than 1801 s (30 min).

Figure 2. Page views per session.

To respond to RQ2, we chose to study the GA’s default dimension of landing pages, page depth, traffic sources in tandem with the above web metrics. These descriptive data are very useful for an interactive documentary that encourages participation and updating, because they indicate the type of content the producers should boost more or the section of the story that could be enriched and improved.

According to data presented in Figure 3 the vast majority of traffic came from search engines (e.g., Google and Yahoo!) as the organic traffic was about 47 percent overall. Furthermore, direct traffic was the second largest source (27 percent of incoming sessions) followed by social networks (mainly from Facebook), as well as referral traffic channels (Figure 3). It is worth noting that the first two rankings remained unchanged each year and the organic traffic was steadily the largest director to the website. The above results are anticipated, considering the significant impact of search engines on distribution and dissemination of online information.

Furthermore, analytics on referral traffic (sessions that came from a link on another site) show that news websites, like lifo.gr and news247.gr where interviews of the producers were posted, are among the eight most popular sources for the i-doc (Figure 3). Viewers that came from these sources have developed a strong engagement pattern. Online readers who visited the website after certain news posts triggered their interest, had long and engaged sessions. Data has also shown that sessions reached from referral source had the minimum bounce rate of all sources (33.33% compared to the highest, 88%, from direct sources). This complies with prior studies which have shown that relevant content is a key factor for a web documentary with high engagement [23]. The story is the main reason for a greater commitment, according to i-doc users [44].
To respond to RQ2, we chose to study the GA’s default dimension of landing pages, page depth, traffic sources in tandem with the above web metrics. These descriptive data are very useful for an interactive documentary that encourages participation and updating, because they indicate the type of content the producers should boost more or the section of the story that could be enriched and improved.

According to data presented in Figure 3, the vast majority of traffic came from search engines (e.g., Google and Yahoo!) as the organic traffic was about 47 percent overall. Furthermore, direct traffic was the second largest source (27 percent of incoming sessions) followed by social networks (mainly from Facebook), as well as referral traffic channels (Figure 3). It is worth noting that the first two rankings remained unchanged each year and the organic traffic was steadily the largest director to the website. The above results are anticipated, considering the significant impact of search engines on distribution and dissemination of online information.

Moreover, analytics on referral traffic (sessions that came from a link on another site) show that news websites, like lifo.gr and news247.gr where interviews of the producers were posted, are among the eight most popular sources for the i-doc (Figure 3). Viewers that came from these sources have developed a strong engagement pattern. Online readers who visited the website after certain news posts triggered their interest, had long and engaged sessions. Data has also shown that sessions reached from referral source had the minimum bounce rate of all sources (33.33% compared to the highest, 88%, from direct sources). This complies with prior studies which have shown that relevant content is a key factor for a web documentary with high engagement [23]. The story is the main reason for a greater commitment, according to i-doc users [44].

Moreover, web analytics data indicated that out of the 12,115 sessions, a high percentage was generated by social traffic (Table 2). Within the explored date range, the main source of social network traffic was, by far, Facebook (94.32%). This is anticipated because mainly Facebook and consequently Twitter were favored by producers, as the social networks that most i-docs which were launched in these years employed to get in touch with their audiences [77]. Facebook, in particular, was used even before the launch of the documentary. Facebook sessions present 3.5 pages watched on average, which is analogous to the average values of the website (3.34 pages/session). YouTube visitors are few but stand out for the remarkable engagement level: long average session duration and more than 5 pages per session.

### Table 2. Social network referrals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Network</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Page Views</th>
<th>Average Session Duration</th>
<th>Page/Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>6361</td>
<td>199.14</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>21.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reddit</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>323.22</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogger</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>174.10</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>259.21</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>99.50</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vimeo</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>349.75</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>69.33</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As data revealed what kept viewers’ attention the longest was the first page of the website, where an introductory video was shown (Table 3). More specifically, most visitors landed on the homepage of the documentary (5898 sessions). These were the most highly engaged sessions that kept the user’s attention for 280.24 s on average. Furthermore, the second landing page was the gallery “Dive in the Past” (voutia-sto-parelthon) with notably less sessions (395) and the third one was “New Life in New Lampsakos”. All entrance pages were related to the Greek village Lampsakos, which makes sense since the language used in the i-doc was Greek. It is worth noting that the gallery about the Turkish village “New Life in Lapseki” (nea-zoi-sto-lapseki) which contains testimonials in Turkish
language with Greek subtitles scored extremely low in bounce rate (only 40%) while it had good engagement rates as far as pages/session and session duration are concerned.

Table 3. Loading pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landing Page</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>% New Sessions</th>
<th>Bounce Rate</th>
<th>Pages/Session</th>
<th>Average Session Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voutia-sto-parelthon</td>
<td>5898</td>
<td>79.82%</td>
<td>58.88%</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>280.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-palia-zoi</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>77.47%</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>205.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea-zoi-sti-nea-lampsako</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>86.59%</td>
<td>47.21%</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>236.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea_lampsakos gallery/antimetopi-me-ton-ratsismo</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>77.96%</td>
<td>58.22%</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>197.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>creative team</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>86.62%</td>
<td>66.89%</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>174.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user/lampsakosDOC gallery/Nea</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>87.28%</td>
<td>81.14%</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>69.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lampsakos' customs</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>85.56%</td>
<td>77.72%</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>81.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea-zoi-sto-lapseki</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>85.14%</td>
<td>40.00%</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>179.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egkatastasi</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>94.84%</td>
<td>78.71%</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>65.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallery/antimetopi-me-ton-ratsismo</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>89.13%</td>
<td>78.26%</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>86.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the three galleries, the list of the top ten landing pages includes seven videos, the ones that have been frequently posted in the i-doc’s Facebook group. The bounce rate in videos was higher than the bounce rate in galleries.

Subsequently, an analysis on the most visited pages of the i-doc was performed. Web analytics exposed the ten most browsed galleries which were all Greek culture related (Table 4).

Table 4. Most popular pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Page Views</th>
<th>Unique Page Views</th>
<th>Bounce Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>8405</td>
<td>6326</td>
<td>58.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduction</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-palia-zoi</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>47.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egkatastasi</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>59.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voutia-sto-parelthon</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ancient-lampsacus</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>44.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea-zoi-sti-nea-lampsako</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>58.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea_lampsakos</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>66.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memories of the Greeks</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>52.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallery/antimetopi-me-ton-ratsismo</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>81.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likewise, most of the top ten landing pages were included in the top ten listed popular pages (Table 4). The bounce rate was high, even after the introductory video. However, an encouraging outcome was revealed from further analysis; page view metrics demonstrated that the i-doc NEW LIFE had 40,645 page views, of which 29,565 were unique. This means that almost $\frac{1}{4}$ of the total page views came from returning sessions. These data are in agreement with relevant report of the StoryCode, one of the few related researches that are available. This open-source community has studied web analytics of five relevant web projects which revealed that on average they had 75% new vs. 25% returning visits [78].

Page depth reveals a different dimension of engagement. As we see in Figure 4, most of the sessions held only one level of page depth, which means that the users/viewers watched one video and then left the site. This is the category where the maximum page views belongs as well. Furthermore, 320 sessions were the most engaged ones including
more than 20 pages per session. Results of further analysis indicated that 260 of the 320 sessions occurred in the first 40 weeks which drove us to RQ3.

Table 4. Most popular pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Page Views</th>
<th>Unique Page Views</th>
<th>Bounce Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>introduction</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td>55.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-palia-zoi</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>47.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egkatastasi</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>59.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voutia-sto-parelthon</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ancient-lampsacus</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>44.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea-zoi-sti-nea-lampsako</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>58.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nea_lampsakos</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>66.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memories of the Greeks</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>52.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallery/antimetopoi-me-ton-ratsismo</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>81.14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likewise, most of the top ten landing pages were included in the top ten listed popular pages (Table 4). The bounce rate was high, even after the introductory video. However, an encouraging outcome was revealed from further analysis; page view metrics demonstrated that the i-doc NEW LIFE had 40,645 page views, of which 29,565 were unique. This means that almost ¼ of the total page views came from returning sessions. These data are in agreement with relevant report of the StoryCode, one of the few related researches that are available. This open-source community has studied web analytics of five relevant web projects which revealed that on average they had 75% new vs. 25% returning visits [78].

Page depth reveals a different dimension of engagement. As we see in Figure 4, most of the sessions held only one level of page depth, which means that the users/viewers watched one video and then left the site. This is the category where the maximum page views belongs as well. Furthermore, 320 sessions were the most engaged ones including more than 20 pages per session. Results of further analysis indicated that 260 of the 320 sessions occurred in the first 40 weeks which drove us to RQ3.

To answer the RQ3 we partitioned the data processing into two periods. The first one starts from the launching of the i-doc on the 5 April 2013 and ends on the 4 August 2016. This was the 40-month period that most of the promoting events took place and the traditional linear documentary had a parallel route as well, giving a boost to the website. After August 2016, the linear documentary had stopped screenings in streaming platform Cosmote TV. The second 40-month period which starts on the 5 August 2016 and lasts until the 5 December 2019 includes the “quiet” period in the documentary’s life where all promoting procedures had ceased but the i-doc was still online. To this scope four GA metrics were used: (a) sessions; (b) page views; (c) session duration and (d) bounce rate (Table 5).

Table 5. Comparison between two periods of usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periods</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Page Views</th>
<th>Pages/Session</th>
<th>Average Session Duration</th>
<th>Bounce Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period A (05/05/13-04/08/16)</td>
<td>8991</td>
<td>31,011</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>61.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period B (05/08/16-05/12/2019)</td>
<td>3124</td>
<td>9454</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>58.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (05/05/13-01/01/2020)</td>
<td>12,115</td>
<td>40,465</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>61.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost 2/3 of the total sessions in the i-doc took place in the first 40 weeks. Whereas the page views were noticeably reduced in the second period; the users’ behavior remained the same as we can see in the following figures (Figures 5 and 6).

Data in Figure 5 reveal that sessions in the first period were higher than the second but what demonstrated high decrease is the number of pages that were viewed in every session. On the other hand, in Figure 6, it seems that the users who were mostly interested in the content of the i-doc visited the website when it was launched.
Indicative Results

In 2016, Google had to change the way GA operated. Their main goal was to start tracking the same user across different devices (e.g., laptop, smartphone, tablet, etc). Thus, during the second period that was investigated, we had the opportunity to examine two more audience-related variables: (a) precise data for new (first time users) vs. returning users and (b) devices the users preferred. In short, users’ data demonstrated that the desktop is by far the most preferred device for viewing (65.42%), followed by mobile phone (30.02%) and tablet (4.56%). This complies with data of previous studies that documentary as an informative genre favors this type of viewing—not on the move, but more often at home [5,18,23]. Furthermore, the i-doc lacked responsiveness to mobile phones which is another reason for these results. Additionally, it was reported that the session duration was doubled for returning visitors compared to new ones (about 110 s for new visitors and 240 s for returning ones). The percentage of those who return to the site is high: an indication that the advantage of web-docs being available for viewing whenever the user wants is something that the viewers make use of.
5. Discussion

This paper casts light on the audience behavior in an i-doc and the role that this new genre can play on using digitized cultural heritage material. That project which was launched on the Internet seven years ago provided a unique opportunity for evaluating the audience’s behavior from 2013 onwards and look for patterns over media usage.

Regarding the engagement of the viewers with the storytelling (RQ1), our analysis demonstrated in total 12,115 sessions and 40,465 page views in an 80-month period (Figure 1). The bounce rate was 61.03% and the average session duration was 03.29 min. The most engaged sessions lasted more than 30 min whereas the majority of the sessions lasted between 3 and 10 min. On average, 3.34 pages per session were viewed. These data are similar to relevant analysis about other i-docs which is quite satisfying for a local-level production. Although audience data about i-docs are rarely published by production companies, we have collected a few relevant researches that enabled us to get a broader, comparative point of view. Data that was retrieved from an audience research of the Slovenian interactive documentary iOtok [39] showed that the bounce rate for all pages was 53%, with average session duration of 3 min, 47 s, and an average of 1.9 pages viewed per session. Furthermore, according to a statement by a former executive of Canadian media fund (Anaphora), which supports the biggest interactive documentary production worldwide from the National Film Board (NFB) of Canada, the average session lengths are between 2–3 min, whereas the most successful web docs keep the viewer on-line for 10 min. Indeed, the web analytics from the multi-prized interactive documentary “Out of my Window” (also awarded a Digital Emmy in 2011) revealed that most sessions lasted 10–12 min. If the users’ attention was kept for more than 12 min then these sessions could reach up to 45 min duration [79]. Another documentary of ARTE (https://www.arte.tv/en) with global success, Gaza Sderot (2008), had average session duration about 8 min [79].

Using descriptive variables (dimensions) in tandem with web metrics, we explored to what depth the viewers engaged with the i-doc and which were the most popular sections/traffic sources (RQ2) for the given period. Most of the sessions displayed only one level of page depth, which means that they saw one video and then left the site. The main landing page—the entrance to the website—was the homepage, followed by entrance pages all related to Greek village’s history. Of course, this was anticipated since the producers’ target groups were mainly Greek people and the i-doc has not been translated in other languages. What triggered our attention was a gallery that contains testimonials in Turkish language with Greek subtitles that had notably low bounce rate (only 40%) and good engagement rates as far as pages/session and session duration are concerned. These data pointed out that given the high interest, this section of the story could have been enriched and also the i-doc could have expanded its target-group, translating all video stories in the Turkish language. Apparently, the most important factor in determining the kind of storytelling people engage with is the way this triggers their interest. This is in accordance with previous researches which note that the type of storytelling is not as decisive as the story itself [4,16,21,23,44]. Whether it is enhanced with digital techniques (e.g., through Search Engine Optimization SEO, social media, social networks, etc. [20,74]), or not, a good story is the key to the success of each documentary (traditional or not). Its content and relevance to the viewer’s interests emerges as a very significant viewing factor, which is also confirmed by our further analysis on traffic sources. It was noticed that sessions that occurred from media posts referrals were long and engaged and had the lowest bounce rate of all sources (33.33% compared to the highest, 88%, from direct sources). Online readers, who visited the website because certain posts have triggered their interest, had long and engaged sessions, as well.

Sessions that were initiated from the homepage of the documentary were the most highly engaged sessions that kept the user’s attention almost a minute longer than the total average. However, what is interesting here is that the bounce rate was also high. This may indicate the weakness/inability of this i-doc to develop a strong narrative or stimulate the viewers for more page views. Users were landing on a gallery or video, watching its
content and then immediately exited from the website, without browsing further for more content. Indeed, the interactive capacities of an i-doc may provide multiple pathways through the story, but risks may be encountered such as the difficulty in understanding a non-standard navigation system, the possibility of losing attention during the navigation or the hazard of no return after visiting an external link [44]. The presence of an explaining button or a recommendation system that would give direction through a narrative path may have decreased the bounce rate, guiding the viewer to discover more. Furthermore, as far as the content is concerned, the presence of a cliffhanger at the end of the story could also have helped to lure the viewer to continue.

A good example is the i-doc Prison Valley of ARTE which had global success and reach about 10,000 viewers per month [79]. Several interactive techniques have been launched to keep the viewers’ attention and avoid the bounce rate [79]. For example, the user could start browsing by logging in through either Facebook or Twitter [74,79]. Later on, the producers send a motivation message to their accounts, encouraging those who did not stay long to reconnect [79]. Furthermore, at the end a question popped up to the viewers “What do you fear most?”, 60% of them answered, engaging with the producer [79].

As far as traffic sources are concerned, web analytics revealed that most of the traffic came mainly from search engines. Furthermore, direct traffic was the second largest source. The predominance of search engines is expected. Today, major search engines are deemed as the most common and trusted tool to retrieve information from the Internet, a primary method used for navigation and one of the most common online activities for hundreds of millions of users worldwide [80–83]. Studies have shown that internet traffic depends largely on them and therefore, web search is one of the best sources for every website [82–85]. Given the informative nature of documentary genre, the results are in agreement with prior studies that have shown that a large percentage of readers get informed through search engines [71–73]. As reading habits change because of the dynamic nature of the web, many people around the world prefer to access media content or news through channels such as search engines, news aggregators and social media that take on the info mediation process [86]. In this context, the implementation of SEO practices to this newly created website as part of its promotion and mainly digital marketing strategies seemed to be fruitful in order to boost the website’s online presence and drive more traffic to it. The results and traffic analysis affirm the role of SEO in today’s digital media landscape and that it can be applied to different types of websites (a documentary website in this case) for various search purposes [87]. It might be thought that documentary producers cannot ignore the power of web search traffic (mainly Google traffic) and should pay close attention to search engines and SEO when promoting content, especially content developed for the Internet. Given that the media industry has entirely entered the digital age, the effective use of SEO seems to be an important element for attracting more viewers online.

In addition, GA have shown that social media has also been an important source of traffic. Our analysis demonstrated that the sessions from Facebook, which were the most (94.32%), had analogous viewing duration to the website’s average, while the YouTube visitors although they were few had impressive engagement level (long average session duration and more than 5 pages per session). At this point, we should mention that from 2013 until today (2020), the use and social media and social networks themselves have changed in the form as well as the interaction they cause [20], while new technical promotions were created due to constant technological changes [74], and social media optimization (SMO) and social media analytics (SMA) (e.g., Facebook analytics, etc.) now exist [20,74]. All of these are now useful tools for both the promotion and the sustainability of cultural heritage from and through the Internet.

To answer the RQ3 we explored the differences between the first period that the documentary was launched and the latest years. As was expected, the viewership scored less and less as years passed by while the peak was noticed in the first five months (almost 1/5 of the total viewership of the 7 years). The core of engagement appeared in this period since the viewers watched almost five pages per session, quite a bit more than the
Accordingly, it seems that digital projects need a transmedia approach, which employs both conventional and interactive online promotional techniques in order to reach the public. Digital technologies along with the Internet perform a significant role in the easy dissemination of the content to a varied audience which can be engaged and therefore create a participatory culture. However, offline activities, such as live events and analogue initiatives contribute highly to the audience’s perception of being emotionally connected as a part of the documentary and experience its immersion [88].

Our findings also throw light on some of the users’ metrics, since, after August 2016, GA’s indicative results of this month and onwards demonstrate that the desktop was the most preferred device for viewing (65.42%). This also gave us the opportunity to have a clearer view about the returning visitors, since the new data from this given period revealed that the percentage of those who returned to the site was high and those who returned viewed twice as much content as the new visitors (about 110 s for new visitors and 240 s for returning ones). This was an encouraging finding which addresses the previous queries about the bounce rate and asserts that the viewing pattern of database-documentary was what the producers were aiming at. It also proves in practice the aspirations of literature that database i-docs encouraged the viewers’ freedom and gives them the choice to come back without feeling that they left halfway through the story or that they need to start again from the beginning. In documentaries with pre-fixed narrative paths this cannot be done. Although the average session duration of NEW LIFE was 3.29 min, the overall viewing engagement was in practice much more, since the returning viewers/users have a long-term viewing pattern, which cannot be compared with that of the traditional documentary.

Based on the relevant literature review, we assumed that the interactive documentary genre is a sustainable digital storytelling form that can be used for documentation of cultural heritage (H1), engaging the new-styled viewers of the streaming era (H2). We conclude that the key factors for a sustainable digital storytelling are (a) constant promotion with transmedia approach; (b) data-driven evaluation and reform and (c) a good story targeted to the right audience.

6. Conclusions

Back in 2013, when the NEW LIFE film was launched, interactive documentaries were still in their infancy. As the latest buzz in documentary production worldwide, they were heralded as the future, with interactivity being the red line that separated traditional from digital storytelling. In Greece, multiplatform media production was gradually gaining attention and terms such as interactive documentary or transmedia projects were evolving as a new vocabulary. Seven years later, the genre of interactive documentary is still considered in flux, employing different technologies and affordances of web platforms. Moreover, the expansion of mobile devices’ use and the proliferation of audiovisual consumption have changed the audience’s practices and preferences. Web analytics helped us not only to test our hypothesis but also to question the assumptions about the strengths and weaknesses of interactive documentary. There were theoretical and practical implications of this study that are discussed in this section.

Our analysis has demonstrated that i-docs engage the online audience in different ways, according to the interactivity modes that they employ. While we agree that the database documentary with hypertextual and participative modes of engagement offers great freedom to the viewer, we acknowledge that this type of database-documentary may not be appropriate when a certain story needs to be told. What is emphasized as an advantage in i-docs literature (the viewers’ choice to take unexpected journeys and discover for themselves the unfolded story) is not always welcome by the audiences. The interactivity might be confusing and we should also bear in mind the viewer’s need for more lean-back, passive viewing patterns. In this case, to ensure that the storytelling
power will not be missed, producers have to provide a clear narration path, either pre-fixed or just recommended.

The basis of every documentary is a good story but in the case of i-docs when there is no clear narrative path to follow and no one is guiding them, whether they will continue or not, depends absolutely on their interest in the content. The sustainability of digital storytelling relies heavily on this parameter. Thus, it is very important when we develop digital storytelling to exactly know the audience we are addressing and where to find it. This gives the documentary filmmaker the opportunity to deal in depth with very specialized topics and approach fragmented audiences that mass media fail to allure. The traces the online users leave may provide elements that content creators can make use of to acquire information about their audiences. Thus, targeted stories through engaging content may be produced to reach the relevant audience.

Specifically, producers of interactive documentaries should bear in mind that the documentaries they built need promotion, as much as any website needs. Apart from a new form of storytelling, new forms of promotion should be created also, to find and approach the online audience. The 70 min linear documentary helped the promotion of the online documentary and vice versa. The non-linear documentary arisen after the viewing of the linear version, meaning that people were looking into the web for additional information. An effective approach to engage with more audiences would have been to have offline events, which can enforce the audience building. A transmedia approach also makes economic sense since the product may target and finally attract different audiences in the different forms (e.g., text, verbal, iconic or even narrational structure) and platforms that it is present in; thus, creating different groups of consumers [89,90].

It is our belief that i-docs do have a certain life cycle, although they are constantly available to the viewers on the Web. As the years go by the consumption decreases. It is important, though, to be constantly supported by offsite techniques (e.g., social media advertising, content updates, etc. [20,74–76,79]) as well as traditional documentaries, in order to be able to continue being watched. So, the assumption that i-docs have no expiration date is disputed. On the other hand, an i-doc which is incorporated in a larger network with a constantly updated user database (i.e., in a relevant cultural organization’s website or a news site) could overcome this challenge.

To conclude, the success of this documentary genre cannot be measured with traditional standards. Typically, i-docs have a small audience but this does not mean they have less impact. Their success lies on the fact that they gather relevant audiences, with specific interest in the story rather than random, mass audiences. Furthermore, the viewing experience is different since most of the viewers have multiple viewing experiences which means they are engaged more, in a long-term relationship with the story. I-docs can be a useful tool for organizations experimenting with digital storytelling, since it combines several kinds of materials (photos, videos, audio, graphics, etc.) and its interactivity affordances enhance the social dimension of cultural projects. It is also a great way to diffuse this material on younger audiences which are more familiar with digital culture [21,23], increasing their engagement with cultural heritage.

As with every research, this one comes with limitations as well. Beside the large baseline on web metrics we had available, which offered us mainly quantitative and some elements of qualitative data about audience behavior, we lacked knowledge about motivations and gratifications of audiences’ usage. Conclusions made about audiences based on web analytics should be deemed working hypotheses until a more experimental approach can be taken. Besides, Web analytics tools are most helpful when used together with other methods to validate findings and develop interpretations by discovering potentially significant patterns in Internet use.

Extensions of this work could focus on comparing these data with more audience analytics of similar i-docs. We would then have the opportunity to generalize the results and set a group of guidelines, which will be used as a starting point for filmmakers, audience scholars and cultural organizations. Furthermore, more relevant researches,
would have given us the opportunity to perform comparative analysis with other i-docs. Future studies may enable us to determine not only who, where and when they see the i-doc, but also to understand how they see it. Finally, future extension of this work could explore web metrics that were not covered by this case study as well as traffic data for longer periods. The change in GA’s calculating system after 2016 did not give us the opportunity to analyze in depth the “user” metric throughout the seven years. Nevertheless, through indicative analysis we obtained promising indicators that can be explored in a secondary analysis with a different time frame.
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